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Notices
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current product offerings and practices as of the date of issue of this document,
which are subject to change without notice. Customers are responsible for
making their own independent assessment of the information in this document
and any use of AWS’s products or services, each of which is provided “as is”
without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. This document does
not create any warranties, representations, contractual commitments,
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Abstract
Deploying an application on Amazon Web Services (AWS) is fast, easy, and costeffective. Before deploying a cloud application in production, it is useful to have
a checklist to assist in evaluating your application against a list of essential and
recommended best practices. This paper highlights useful operational and
architectural considerations that you should consider as you deploy your
applications on AWS.
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Introduction
Amazon Web Services is a flexible, cost-effective, and easy-to-use cloud
computing platform. AWS provides a suite of infrastructure services that you
can use to deploy your applications. To get the maximum benefit out of the
cloud platform, we recommend that you leverage AWS’ complimentary services
and follow the best practices. Organizations that invest time and resources
assessing the operational readiness of their applications before launch have a
much higher rate of satisfaction than those who don’t. When performing this
work, checklists can be an invaluable mechanism to ensure that applications are
evaluated consistently and holistically.
The level of operational assessment will vary depending on the organization’s
cloud maturity level and the application’s development phase, availability
needs, and data sensitivity requirements. This paper provides two checklists to
support these varying assessment needs:


Basic Operations Checklist - covers common high-level technical
questions that organizations should consider as they adopt different
AWS services and are planning for a launch.



Enterprise Operations Checklist - provides a more in-depth
operational review of suggested best practices that an enterprise should
consider when developing a mature cloud strategy.

This paper is targeted at developers and architects who are looking for
operational and architectural guidance from AWS to help assess their
application’s operational readiness. These individuals typically support
enterprise organizations developing formal cloud strategies or performing
formal technology reviews. However, it could also be useful to any organization
for comparing its planned use of AWS against these essential and recommended
best practices.
In addition, AWS provides an Auditing Security Checklist whitepaper,1 which
provides a high-level list of considerations for auditing how customers use AWS.
Security, risk, and compliance teams can use to design and execute a security
assessment of an organization’s information systems and data as they are
deployed on AWS. The following diagram depicts how these resources can be
used together by various groups with in their organization:
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How to Use the Checklists
Basic Operations Checklist - This checklist can be used to evaluate your
application before you launch it in production on AWS. It includes the typical
questions that AWS Solutions Architects ask customers when they seek
guidance to avoid common pitfalls not obvious to new users. When each item is
checked off with a satisfactory and affirmative answer, you can confidently
deploy your applications in the cloud. Checklist items are designed to instigate
the right conversations about whether or not the specific service or concept is
applicable to your application and, if so, whether or not it has been adequately
addressed. We plan to update this checklist as new application services are
launched or as new best practices are identified.
Enterprise Operations Checklist - This checklist is intended to help
enterprises think through various operational considerations as they deploy
sophisticated enterprise applications on AWS. It can also be used to help you
build a cloud migration and operation strategy for your organization. This
section is also further divided into two parts. The first part provides a high-level
checklist with brief descriptions for each operational consideration. The second
part provides more detail about each checklist item, as well as links to
additional information.
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Checklist

Intended Usage

Target Customer

Basic Operations Checklist

To help customers assess their
application’s use of specific
services and features before they
launch
To assist enterprises identify key
items to think about as they build a
cloud migration and operational
strategy
To assist customers when they
evaluate the security controls
required by their specific industry
or governing body like the AICPA,
NIST, ISO, PCI SSC, etc.

Developers and
system architects

Enterprise Operations
Checklist

Auditing Security Checklist2

Enterprise architects

Auditors or risk and
compliance
professional

Basic Operations Checklist
Checklist Item

We use AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) to provide user-specific, rather
than shared credentials for making AWS infrastructure requests. Learn more…3
We understand which of our instances is Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS)backed versus instance store-backed, have intentionally chosen the most appropriate
type of storage, and understand the implications to data persistence, backup and
recovery. Learn more…4
We understand AWS dynamic IP addressing and have ensured that our application will
rd
function when application components are restarted (e.g., using 3 -party or Elastic Load
Balancing, Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) static address assignments,
elastic IP addresses, or dynamic DNS). Learn more…5
We use separate Amazon EBS volumes for the operating system and
application/database data where appropriate. Learn more …6
We regularly back up our Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) instances
rd
using Amazon EBS snapshots or another 3 -party backup tool. Learn more … 7
We regularly test our process of recovering our Amazon EC2 instances or Amazon EBS
volumes when they fail, either through customized8 ”golden” Amazon Machine Images
(AMIs), Amazon EBS snapshots, bootstrapping, or using our own backup and recovery
tools. Learn more…9
We have deployed critical components of our applications across multiple availability
zones, are appropriately replicating data between zones, and have tested how failure
within these components affects application availability. Learn more…
We understand how failover will occur across application components deployed in
rd
multiple availability zones and are using 3 -party or Elastic Load Balancing and elastic
IP addresses where appropriate. Learn more…10
We regularly test our process for patching, updating, and securing our Amazon EC2
operating system, applications, and customized AMIs. Learn more…11
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Checklist Item

We use appropriate operating system user account access credentials and are not
sharing the AWS instance key pair private key with all systems administrators. Learn
more…12

We have implemented secure Security Group rules and nested Security Groups to
create a hierarchical network topology where appropriate. Learn more…13
We use “CNAME” records to map our DNS name to our Elastic Load Balancing14 or
Amazon Simple Storage Service15 (Amazon S3) buckets and NOT “A” records.
Before sharing our customized Amazon Machine Images with others, we removed all
confidential or sensitive information including embedded public/private instance key
pairs and reviewed all SSH authorized_keys files. Learn more…16
We have fully tested our AWS-hosted application, including performance testing, prior to
going live. Learn more…17
We have signed our production AWS accounts up for business or enterprise support
and have a plan for incorporating AWS Trusted Advisor18 reports into our ongoing
operational reviews. Learn more…19

Enterprise Operations Checklist
For each checklist category in the table below, additional details are provided
through internal references to subsequent sections of this document.
Checklist Category

Description

Billing & Account
Governance

Has your organization developed an approach for billing and account
management? Has your organization determined whether or not
multiple accounts will be used and how billing will be handled?

Security & Access
Management

Has your organization developed a strategy for managing AWS API,
console, operating system, network, and data access?

Asset Management

Does your organization have a strategy for identifying and tracking
AWS provisioned resources?

Application
HA/Resilience

Does the implemented AWS solution meet or exceed the application’s
high availability and resilience requirements?

Application DR/Backup

Does the implemented AWS solution meet or exceed the application’s
disaster recovery (DR) and backup requirements?

Monitoring & Incident
Management

Has your organization instrumented appropriate monitoring tools and
integrated your AWS resources into its incident management
processes?
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Checklist Category

Description

Configuration & Change
Management

Does your organization have a configuration and change management
strategy for its AWS resources?

Release & Deployment
Management

Has your organization determined how it will integrate application
releases and deployments with its configuration and change
management strategy?

Additional Checklist Information
The following subsections provide additional details and considerations for each
checklist category in the table above.

Billing & Account Governance
Does your organization have a strategy for managing AWS billing and accounts?
An effective strategy would include how an organization will handle multiple
AWS accounts, billing, and charge-back. AWS provides multiple tools to help
you manage your accounts and AWS bill. Billing tools include Billing Alerts,
Consolidated Billing, Usage Reports, Tagged Billing, and billing specific access
controls (allowing you to provide billing-only access to your AWS account to a
member of your finance team, for example). At a minimum, an organization’s
billing and account management strategy should be able to answer the following
questions:


Will more than one AWS master account be necessary?
Customers utilize multiple AWS accounts for different reasons, including
security segregation and increased billing or charge back granularity.
Consolidated billing accounts can be used to aggregate billing from
multiple accounts; however, this approach increases the administrative
overhead associated with managing and sharing resources across
multiple accounts.



What is the purpose of each account and how will they be
linked?
Organizations can simplify the use of multiple accounts, by leveraging a
single, consolidated billing20 account for billing purposes and sub or
linked accounts for consuming AWS resources. Sub accounts can then be
used for different purposes such as the separation of dev/test/prod or for
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the creation of completely separate environments for various business
units or customers.


Has your organization requested consolidated or invoice
billing?
Consolidated billing allows customers to receive a single bill for multiple
AWS accounts and to potentially lower costs by rolling up usage across
these accounts. Invoice billing allows AWS customers to receive their
AWS bills through invoices rather than on a corporate or personal credit
card.



What form of charge-back is required and how will chargeback rates or bills be calculated?
AWS provides programmatic access to monthly and detailed (hourly)
billing data as well as the ability for more granular cost tracking through
cost allocation and tagging.21 Tags can be used to represent your business
dimensions (e.g. cost centers, application owners) to organize and track
your costs. AWS generates a Cost Allocation Report with the total
charges on a downloadable comma-separated value (CSV file) report.



What billing optimization steps will be taken?
Customers can optimize their costs on AWS by choosing appropriate
instance sizes, automating their environments to scale up or down
depending on utilization or schedule, and leveraging the most
appropriate pricing model (on demand, reserved, or spot instances).



How will the organization leverage reserved or spot instances?
Please see the Amazon EC2 Instance Purchasing Options website for
descriptions and recommendations associated with each purchasing
option.22



Has your organization set up billing alerts?
Customers can choose to receive alerts either via email or SMS text
message when charges exceed their expected thresholds. These alerts are
triggered through Amazon CloudWatch alarms and are sent using
Amazon Simple Notification Service (SNS). Please see the AWS billing
monitoring23 and add Amazon CloudWatch Billing Alarms24 pages for
more information.

Additional information related to AWS Billing:
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AWS Account Billing25



Amazon EC2 Instance Purchasing Options26



AWS Sales and Business Development27



How AWS Pricing Works28

Security & Access Management
Security and access management is extremely important to AWS and our
customers. An organization should review and incorporate the following
resources into their access management strategy:


AWS Security Center29



Overview of Security Processes Whitepaper30



Security Best Practices31



AWS Compliance32



Risk and Compliance Whitepaper33



Auditing Security Checklist34

AWS API Credential Strategy
Does your organization have a strategy for managing and leveraging the rich set
of access credential options provided by AWS? An effective strategy would
include the consideration of when your organization will use, and how it will
manage, AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) users, symmetric access
keys, asymmetric X.509 certificates, console passwords, and hardware or virtual
multifactor authentication (MFA) devices.35
At a minimum, an organization’s AWS credential strategy should answer the
following questions:


How will your administrators, systems, or applications
authenticate their AWS infrastructure requests to AWS APIs?
AWS provides a number of authentication mechanisms including a
console, account IDs and secret keys, X.509 certificates, and MFA
devices to control access to AWS APIs. Console authentication is the
most appropriate for administrative or manual activities, account IDs
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and secret keys for accessing REST-based interfaces or tools, and X.509
certificates for SOAP-based interfaces and tools. Your organization
should consider the circumstances under which it will leverage access
keys, x.509 certificates, console passwords, or MFA devices.


Has your organization established internal credential
management policies and procedures for creating,
distributing, rotating, and revoking AWS access credentials?
Incorporating AWS access credentials into an organization’s existing
internal credential management policies and procedures is an important
and typically straightforward exercise for our customers.



Is your organization leveraging IAM users and/or tokens?
AWS recommends leveraging AWS Identity and Access Management
credentials with internal security processes and controls for controlling
unique, role-based, least privilege36 access to AWS APIs.



How will your organization manage application AWS
credentials?
Organizations often find it difficult to implement security best practices
for AWS key rotation.37 When rotating AWS keys, every copy of the old
AWS access key needs to be changed. Key rotation must also be done
securely, which can be a challenge when managing large application
fleets.
Consider using IAM Roles for EC2 instances38 or another third-party or
custom key management solutions as opposed to embedding credentials
in Amazon Machine Images. Make sure your organization intentionally
incorporates the management of these credentials in their image and
instance configuration management processes.



Has your organization segregated IAM administrative
privileges from regular user privileges?
AWS recommends that organizations segregate security credential
administration from standard administrative privileges by creating an
IAM administrative role and restricting IAM actions from other
compute, storage, and networking roles.

Additional information related to AWS credentials:
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Introduction to AWS Security Credentials39



Amazon Identity and Access Management40



AWS IAM Best Practices41



Making Secure Requests to Amazon Web Services42

Identity Federation
Organizations that use directory services such as Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) or Microsoft’s Active Directory services to manage access
controls can use Identity Federation in order to bring similar controls and
governance to access AWS APIs and resources. Identity Federation mitigates
the necessity to create IAM users for each identity in your enterprise. This
method enables several use cases such as single sign-on (SSO) to AWS
Management Console, granting access to AWS resources using your company’s
own authentication system, granting a mobile application access to AWS
resources, etc.

Amazon EC2 Instance Credential Strategy
Does your organization have a strategy for managing OS and application
credentials for authentication, authorization, and audit tracking? An effective
strategy would include the consideration of how user access will be
instrumented, controlled, and monitored for your Amazon EC2 instances and
applications. Under the AWS shared security model, your organization is
responsible for OS and application level identity and access management. A full
description of technologies and techniques to accomplish these responsibilities
is beyond the scope of this document; however, customers have leveraged
LDAP, Active Directory, Web Application Firewalls, and other security
technologies to control access to their Amazon EC2 instances, application, and
data.

Network Access
Connectivity to and from an organization’s AWS and corporate environments
must be well understood and may leverage the Internet, hardware or software
virtual private networks, or direct connections. The AWS Amazon VPC
Connectivity Options whitepaper discusses several of these options in detail.43
AWS recommends having at least two connections for HA and fault tolerance.
Customers can choose a combination of connectivity options in order to provide
redundant failover mechanisms when appropriate.
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Additionally, an organization should have a strategy for managing Amazon EC2
Security Groups, Amazon VPC network routing or access control lists, and hostbased firewalls/intrusion detection systems if applicable. A comprehensive
network access strategy will likely incorporate the following components:


Use of Amazon EC2 Classic44 and Amazon Virtual Private Cloud45 (VPC)
environments



Use of network connectivity and controls between AWS and corporate
networks46



Use of transport encryption protocols



Use of operating system access controls including Amazon EC2 Security
Group rules, VPC network access control lists, OS hardening, security
patches, host-based firewall, intrusion detection/prevention, and
monitoring software configuration.



Centralized log management



Security event management, correlation and reporting

Additional information related to network access:


Amazon EC2 Network and Security47



Amazon Virtual Private Cloud48



Amazon VPC Security Groups49



Amazon Elastic Network Interfaces50



Elastic Load Balancing Security Features51



AWS Direct Connect52



AWS Security Best Practices53

Data Access
An organization must determine how it will protect access to its data. AWS
provides physical barriers to protect physical access to underlying storage media
as well as a number of logical access controls that can be used by your
organization to protect its data.54 Additionally, organizations should consider
what level, if any, additional controls are required. Potential data access
controls include the following:
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AWS logical access control lists or access policies



Disk, file, or database-level encryption for data-at-rest



Application or data-level access control, intrusion or leakage detection
software



Data lifecycle or records management tools

Additional information related to data access:


AWS CloudHSM55



Amazon S3 Access Control56



Amazon S3 Data Encryption57



Amazon RDS Transparent Data Encryption58



Amazon EBS Snapshot Permissions59



AWS Security Best Practices60

Security Logging and Monitoring
Organizations should understand what needs to be logged and monitored to
adhere to its policies, procedures, and compliance requirements. They should
consider what level of user activities, exceptions, or security events should be
recorded, where the logs will be stored, how the logs will be protected, and how
this data will be monitored and reviewed.
Additional information related to security logging and monitoring:


Auditing Security Checklist61



List of AWS “Security Monitoring” partners62

AWS Management Console Strategy
Has your organization thought through the various console options for system
administrators using AWS? Examples include leveraging the AWS provided,
out-of-the-box console, 3rd-party AWS consoles, or building a custom, internal
console.
Organizations should ensure that their use of AWS fits within their existing IT
management policies, procedures, and strategies. The AWS provided console
has been successfully integrated into many of our customer’s existing IT
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management practices; however, some organizations have leveraged 3rd-party
consoles or built their own for tighter/automated integration into their change
management, billing, or security systems.
Additional information related to AWS console:


AWS Management Console63



Please contact AWS Sales and Business Development for a discussion of
various 3rd-party consoles provided by our large network of solutions
providers.64

Asset Management
Does your organization have a strategy for tracking and managing its AWS
deployed assets? An effective strategy would include whether or not an internal
asset management system will be integrated with AWS and how AWS provided
asset management capabilities will be leveraged. At a minimum, an
organization’s asset management strategy should be able to answer the
following questions:


Is your organization leveraging AWS provided instance and
service specific metadata as part of its asset management
strategy?
AWS provides out-of-the-box metadata for each of its services to help
your organization identify, track, and manage your AWS resources.
Customers can leverage this metadata to track Amazon EC2 instances or
storage by server image (AMI), operating system, compute architecture
(32-bit or 64-bit), volume id, snapshot, attached storage, and many other
categories.



Is your organization leveraging custom resource tags to track
and identify AWS resources?
In addition to the out-of-the-box metadata, AWS allows customers to
apply their own custom tags. Resources could be tagged by support team,
application version, cost center, environment type, lifecycle status or any
other category that will help your organization more effectively manage
its AWS resource assets.
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Although AWS supports ad hoc resource tagging, an organization will get
the most benefit from tagging if they strategically plan for the intentional
and systematic use of resource tags.


How will AWS assets be integrated with internal asset
management systems?
AWS resources can be programmatically or manually queried to easily
pull service and resource metadata into existing asset management
systems and processes.

Additional information related to asset management:


Amazon EC2 Instance Metadata65



Using Amazon EC2 Tags66



Using AWS CloudFormation67 or Tagging Auto Scaling Groups68 to
automatically tag resources



Amazon S3 Object Key and Metadata69

Application HA/Resilience
Every application has specific High Availability (HA) requirements and
characteristics. AWS provides a number of infrastructure building blocks to
help your organization meet these requirements cost effectively. At a high level,
an effective HA strategy would include instance redundancy, use of multiple
availability zones within a region, load balancing, auto scaling, monitoring, and
recovery within a region. Critical applications should ensure that all single
points of failure are identified and evaluated based on the application’s
availability requirements and risk profile. An effective HA strategy will include
not only how a single component will recover (e.g. will a failed instance be
automatically or manually re-launched in the same or different availability
zone?), but also what HA testing will be performed to ensure that the
application can recover as expected. The following are Amazon Web Services
that your organization can consider leveraging for high availability:


Running multiple Amazon EC2 instances70 in multiple Availability
Zones71



Elastic Load Balancing72 for load balancing across multiple Availability
Zones73
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Auto Scaling74 for automated instance recovery or scaling



Amazon CloudWatch75 Metrics (custom metrics as well as out-of-thebox) and Alarms



Multi-AZ Amazon RDS76 for multiple Availability Zone managed
databases



Elastic IP Addresses77 for static IP addresses that can be remapped
between instances



Amazon EBS Snapshots78 for point-in-time snapshots of Amazon EBS
volumes



Storing objects in Amazon S379 and/or using Amazon CloudFront80 for
content distribution



Storing key/value pairs in Amazon SimpleDB81 or Amazon DynamoDB82



AWS Elastic Beanstalk83 for environment and application version
management



AWS OpsWorks84 for a DevOps solution for managing applications of
any scale or complexity



Leverage synchronous data replication technologies like database
mirroring



Reserving HA capacity through Amazon EC2 Reserved Instances85

Additional information related to designing highly available applications in the
cloud includes the following:


Designing Fault-Tolerant Applications in the Cloud86



Architecting for the Cloud: Best Practices87



RDBMS in the Cloud: Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R288



MongoDB on AWS89



Storage Options in the Cloud90



Cloud Architectures91
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Application DR/Backup
Every application has specific Disaster Recovery (DR) requirements that should
be tied to recovery point and recovery time objectives as well as any geographic
requirements that restrict the physical proximity between primary and disaster
recovery sites. An effective DR strategy will include not only how a single
component will recover (e.g. will a failed region be automatically or manually
re-launched in another region using cold, warm, or hot stand-bys?), but also
what DR testing will be performed to ensure that the application can be
recovered as expected. At a high level, an effective DR strategy would include
regional redundancy, global traffic management or load balancing, monitoring,
and region-to- region recovery. The following are Amazon Web Services and
techniques that your organization can consider as part of a DR strategy:


Store data, Amazon Machine Images, or run additional instances in
multiple AWS regions92



Use Amazon Route 5393 for DNS-based regional fail-over



Use Amazon Glacier94 for archive data



Leverage asynchronous data replication technologies like database log
shipping



Reserve DR capacity in another region through Amazon EC2 Reserved
Instances95



Use EBS Snapshot copy96 and/or Amazon Machine Image (AMI) copy97
across regions



Leverage Amazon S3’s versioning98 to provide even further protection for
your stored data



Take periodic Amazon EBS Snapshots99 or third party tools for quick
recovery from data loss



Leverage S3 object lifecycle policies100 to archive data to Amazon Glacier

Additional information related to designing cloud applications for DR includes
the following:


Designing Fault-Tolerant Applications in the Cloud101



RDBMS in the Cloud: Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2102
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Using AWS for Disaster Recovery103

Monitoring & Incident Management
Application and operating system monitoring is essential for any organization to
ensure that it can effectively detect and respond to incidents. At a high level, an
effective monitoring strategy will ensure that monitoring tools are instrumented
at the appropriate level for an application based on its business criticality. An
effective incident management strategy will incorporate both AWS and
customer monitoring data with its event and incident management tools and
processes. An organization should consider the following tools as part of this
strategy:


Amazon CloudWatch104 out-of-the-box metrics for AWS monitoring,
alerting, and automated provisioning



Amazon CloudWatch custom metrics105 for Application monitoring,
alerting, and automated provisioning



Amazon EC2 instance health106 for viewing status checks and scheduled
events for your instances



Amazon SNS107 for setting up, operating, and sending notifications from
the cloud



Operating system monitoring tools for OS-level monitoring



Application monitoring tools for Application-level monitoring



Simulated transaction monitoring tools for end-to-end system
monitoring

Additional information related to monitoring and incident management
includes the following:


Amazon EC2 Troubleshooting108



Monitoring Amazon EC2 instances109



AWS Management Pack for Microsoft System Center110

Configuration & Change Management
Has your organization determined how it will integrate cloud configuration and
change management into its IT operational processes? Intentional, controlled
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change management is essential whether an organization has mature IT Service
Management processes, fully implemented Information Technology
Infrastructure Library (ITIL), or has yet to create a change management
database (CMDB). An effective cloud configuration and change management
practice would include cloud concepts like the following:


How will your organization manage server images (AMIs)?
Server images must be periodically updated with patches and software
updates. AWS provides a number of tools111 that can be incorporated in
your organization’s image management processes to assist in the
creation and management of AWS images.



Will instances be automatically configured at launch or
manually configured later?
Automating instance configuration on boot, by passing user-data to the
instance on boot or embedding change and configuration management
agents in a server image, allows instances and applications to take
advantage of instance meta-data,112 cloud automation,113 scaling, and
high-availability capabilities.



How will OS credentials be instrumented and controlled when
instances are launched or terminated?
Typically, organizations preconfigure their server images to
automatically connect and register with corporate LDAP or Active
Directory domains when they are launched to provide centralized OS
credentials management and control.



How will patches and upgrades be applied?
Organizations take different patch and upgrade management approaches
depending on their application’s characteristics and requirements.
Updates can be applied to existing instances using traditional software
deployment tools or by replacing outdated software running on older
instances with newer, patched, and upgraded server images.



Will applications be managed as homogeneous fleets?
Managing applications as homogeneous fleets allows infrastructure to be
dynamically and automatically provisioned or released based on
predictable utilization patterns.
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How will your organization manage changes to OS hardening
baselines, configure security groups or OS firewalls, and
monitor their instances for intrusions or unauthorized
changes?
Most organizations already have existing internal IT change and
configuration management processes and tools that can incorporate
AWS related changes with minimal modification.

Release & Deployment Management
How will your organization integrate application releases and deployments with
its change and configuration management strategy? In the cloud, the traditional
lines between infrastructure changes and application deployments can be
blurred, if not completely erased. In addition to traditional code development,
testing, and versioning concepts, organizations should also consider the
following cloud integration points for application releases or deployments:


What software release and deployment process or
methodology will your organization leverage?
Organizations have full control over their software release and
deployment processes. Some organizations utilize traditional release and
deployment processes that deploy approved releases from a controlled
software repository to existing servers. Other organizations bundle,
promote, and release complete software stacks incorporating
applications and server images combined throughout the development
lifecycle.



Will newer versions of an application be phased-in to existing
server farms and older versions phased-out?
AWS provides organizations with the opportunity to implement new,
shorter maintenance window deployment models by quickly and cheaply
spinning up new application versions to gradually replace older instances
over time.



Will weighted load distribution patterns be used to
intentionally deploy, test, migrate, and roll-out or roll-back
new application releases?
Just as AWS enables organizations to take advantage of new
deployment models, these same models can also be used as part of
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testing, migration, or roll-back processes to more quickly and seamlessly
support release and deployment processes.


How can your organization leverage infrastructure bootstrapping and application deployment tools to more quickly
and effectively introduce or roll-back changes?
Releasing and deploying applications on AWS provides organizations
with an opportunity to reevaluate its existing processes to determine
where they can improve efficiencies through cloud-friendly change,
configuration, release, and deployment automation.



How can your organization make its applications more
infrastructure-aware so applications can become active
participants in making the infrastructure changes required to
support a specific software release or deployment?
Traditional applications are dependent on coordination with completely
independent infrastructure management teams and change control
processes. Often, a deployment weekend consists of separate,
coordinated infrastructure changes. After deployment, the infrastructure
will ideally remain static until the next change weekend. With AWS,
applications now have the option of initiating and automating
infrastructure changes either during scheduled deployments or
automatically in response to changing user demands on the application.
When releasing and deploying applications on AWS, organizations
should at least consider how actively the application should be able to
participate in the process of ensuring the infrastructure is deployed and
configured to best support its business functions.

Conclusion
Many organizations have successfully deployed and operated their cloud
applications on AWS. The checklists provided in this whitepaper highlights
several best practices that we believe are essential and will help you to increase
the likelihood of successful deployments and frustration-free operations. We
highly recommend these operational and strategic considerations for your
existing and new application deployments on AWS.
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